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Introduction
Welcome to the ABC's of Conscious Parenting. My name is Lori
Petro, and I am the founder of TEACH through Love - a parent
education resource and children's advocacy organization
founded in 2002. TEACH through Love promotes a non-punitive
discipline model using compassionate communication and
conscious awareness. TEACH through Love provides education,
online training, awareness, and support for everyone, not just
parents, but teachers, child-care providers, therapists, and
communities.
I want to give you a modern, progressive understanding of child-development and new
alternatives to traditional discipline. The principles behind this model of the parent-child
relationship are supported by the latest research in neuroscience and human development and
will guide you toward raising caring, creative, and confident kids.
I am thrilled to be able to share with you this introduction to my work. This 90-minute audio
seminar contains an overview of the core principles behind conscious parenting and also
includes a Q&A session (not transcribed) with participants. This audio introduction is meant to
facilitate your continued learning and provide you with the foundation which will support your
understanding of the philosophy of conscious parenting.
Conscious parenting is not a set of rules for parents to follow, but a set of beliefs about
children and what they need to develop and thrive.
I believe that children have the right to live free from fear of their parents, physical punishment,
shaming, and verbal or emotional manipulation. Mindfulness and conscious, compassionate
communication are essential ingredients to building strong relationships with our children. If
you'd like to know more about my parenting classes, please visit my website. Thank you for
reading, and I hope you enjoy the class.
Welcome
Welcome, Everybody! Okay, deep breath. I needed to take a
deep breath. Thank you all for coming.
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This class is meant to be an introduction to the philosophy of parenting that I teach which I call
Conscious Parenting. There are a lot of names out there for different models. In essence, it is a
love-based paradigm that does not use punitive consequences. So, that means no time-outs,
no rewards (to compel or induce behavior) sticker charts, or other things which we use to get
our children to change their behavior.
It is really important to have support when you are parenting this way because so many people
around us are not parenting this way and it can be really hard to be the only one in a community
filled with dominant or authoritarian or even authoritative parents that don't exactly fit with what
we're looking for.
This class will be an overview. I'm going to give you a lot of information, and it’s not meant for
you to understand all of it today. This class is an introduction. It may raise more questions than
it answers. But, that's okay. It takes more than sixty minutes to integrate a new philosophy.
I have a variety of free and paid online courses that are more in-depth and available on my
website if you’d like to explore more.
Conscious, compassionate communication or nonviolent communication is a core principle of
this philosophy. Using compassionate communication is about recognizing feelings and needs
and knowing that behavior is an attempt to meet a core basic human need. I am not here today
to change anyone's mind. I don't want to convince you of how you should parent.
A little bit about me, I became a certified parent educator with the Beyond Consequences
Institute. If anyone has adopted or has foster children, I highly recommend that you check them
out. Heather Forbes is an amazing woman who has created a niche for adoptive and foster
parents who are parenting in this model because what science has found is that kids living in
orphanages or having been through international adoptions have experienced trauma. This
model of love-based parenting is so much more effective than the behavioral models that have
been used for so long.
I received my bachelor’s in early childhood & Elementary Education in 1996 from Temple
University in Philadelphia, and I now live in California with my husband and our daughter. I have
been doing this work since 2002. But, definitely, having my daughter in 2006 gave me the
impetus to connect with parents and really take it to the next level. And, I am deeply committed
to ending the use of punitive discipline and showing families how to heal and connect through
nonviolent communication, conscious awareness. And again, not because I want to tell anyone
how to parent, but because I profoundly believe in this model, and I believe that compassionate
communication will change our world.
Big goals, I know.
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I had everything I ever wanted growing up. I had educational opportunities, I lived in really nice
homes, I had all kinds of opportunity, but the one thing I never really had was a relationship with
my parents. I think that is one of the biggest reasons why I do this work because if they had only
had this information, they could have learned how to use their influence to change my behavior
and not their power. And, that was such a huge thing growing up. Like many people, you may
have been parented under a dominant, traditional paradigm. It was just common, many of our
parents were focused on survival, and they were not focused on our emotional needs. No one
thought that you even needed to pay attention to how kids were doing emotionally.
Goals of Conscious Parenting
We want kids who can feel and process their feelings. Kids who
self-regulate. Kids who can problem solve creatively. Kids who
form healthy intimate relationships with others.
Parenting is a relationship.
This introduction and the courses that follow designed to bring
you into awareness, and help you make shifts in your parenting
which will help you unlock the mystery of your child's behavior.
I can't give you tools to make you change your kid’s behavior with rules or dominant discipline.
I don't believe that parenting is something that is done to a child, but it is a process of being in
a relationship with a child. It's like friendship or marriage. You develop a bond with a child. It's
something new, and it requires mutual respect, and understanding. And, it doesn't use power to
force someone else to change - because parenting is about you.
That is what I want to help you do. I want you to put the focus back on you. You are the parent.
You are an individual in this relationship. You are not judge and jury, there to control or coerce
or evaluate your child, but you are a teacher and an emotion coach. You are the one who loves
them the most who guides them the best and who is able to engage them in the moment. I want
you to speak to your children as if you are speaking to someone that you cherish and respect
because you do, after all. I imagine that if we spoke to our friends the way we sometimes speak
to our children, we might not be friends for very long.
Parenting is a journey. It is a journey of learning how to be in a relationship with a child, and
that requires connection, honoring connection and validating needs.
I think we've been misled as to what parenting is all about. A lot of people are shocked by the
daily reality of parenting and what it consists of day-to-day. And, many times, creating a family
more closely resembles inviting total strangers to come and live with us. Sure, they may look
like us physically, but more often than not, they couldn’t be more different than us in terms of
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personality, likes, dislikes, sensitivities, temperament, and schedule. We have kids who are
night-owls, and we want to label them bad sleepers. And, they may grow up and still stay up
until two in the morning because that was just their temperament.
We can't always predict the habits or unique needs of our children, but we can welcome the
opportunity to practice compassion and empathy and cooperation with our loved ones so that
when we are faced with challenges from the outside world, we have the resources and the
resiliency to adapt. This is what we are teaching our children.
I want you to change the way you look at your children, at behavior. Sometimes we find
ourselves reacting to our children from a place of fear and control and disapproval rather than
responding from a place of love and curiosity and openness. It is really about our ability to
respond. That is what responsibility is, the ability to respond. It is our responsibility to guide,
protect, and model behavior for our children.
Before we can respond, there is a space. And in that space, we have the power to make a
choice, and for me, I believe there are only two choices, and those choices are fear or love.
Those are the two basic emotions that we have. Everything we feel that is anger, frustration,
dominance, control - they come from fear. Openness, empathy, consideration, care, and
happiness - they come from love.
So, when you react without awareness, you allow stress and fear and all these unconscious
memories to cloud your thinking and impede your judgment. But in the now, you always have a
choice, and when we’re in the present moment, we're not concerned with the past or fearful of
the future, and we can take time to model compassion and concern and seek choices and anger
management - all those things that we want our kids to learn.
So, what I want you to do is make a shift. That sometimes requires a paradigm change,
because again, we've all been raised in different households, and then we get married, or we
come together in communities, and everybody has had a different experience. We're a collection
of everything that we've ever observed, heard, read, watched, and participated in and all of these
experiences have been gathered and filed away as a framework for our lives. Sometimes, we
need to change that model, that paradigm that formed the basis of what we believe in. It's a set
of beliefs, a pattern in which we live and think and act. And, to adopt this model, you do need to
change your thinking.
You may have firm ideas about how children should behave and learn or feel or about what your
role as a parent is truly all about and that may be a little bit different from what you get tonight.
Or, it may not be such a dramatic shift. A lot of you may be familiar with conscious parenting
and compassionate communication techniques so it may not necessarily be such a huge shift
in thinking.
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Or, you may not want to change your views, and you may not want to stop using time-outs. I
can respect that for each individual. Although, what I want you to do is start to think about why
you use some of the parenting techniques that you use, and also think about which parenting
paradigm were you parented under because your parents, even if you don't believe in what they
did, they're still influencing you on a subconscious level. They are influencing your actions. Our
childhood experiences will influence our subconscious behaviors until we become aware and
start to take the time to notice our reactions.
Shifting Paradigms
The ability to shift your paradigm really depends on your family
of origin (cultural habits and practices), the environment of
support that you have now, and the degree to which your
emotional intelligence which is your ability to be regulated, your
ability to motivate yourself, to be aware of the feelings of others
and the ability to use empathy. Your ability to shift depends on
those things overcoming the strength of your preconditioned
ideas.
You are all probably familiar with the fed-ex logo. And has anybody ever noticed the arrow?
Once you see that arrow, you're never going to be able to see that fed-ex sign or watch that
truck go by and not see that arrow again. And, that is what making the shift from fear to lovebased, conscious parenting is like. It's similar in that once you come to integrate your personal
history and you learn the science behind this parenting model, you gain a deeper understanding
of the motivation that drives behavior. And, you're never really able to look at your children or
your parenting or even other people's parenting in the same way again.
You want to make the shift from the traditional parenting
paradigm to the conscious paradigm. Traditional parenting is
based on dominant ideas or fear-based thinking. It's based on
conditional love that uses consequences like isolation, timeouts, and ignoring children until "they talk to you respectfully."
But, the message that kids get, however unintentionally it may
be, is that you are taking away your love and attention until they
can “behave.”
And, that essentially tells children, "act appropriately” or “I'm not going to talk to you” or “you’ll
be alone.” And, that would be great except that children don't have the brain power to make
better choices sometimes. That's why they need us. It takes 25 years to grow a human brain,
and we try to get it all done by age seven with perfect kids who can sit still and conform to all
these social expectations. It's just an unrealistic goal.
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The traditional paradigm also makes a lot of use of judgment. It views children as good or bad
based on their behavior. There are lots of statements such as "You can’t," or "You shouldn't" or
"Don't do that" or "Why did you just do that?" and "What’s wrong with you?" or "What were you
thinking?"
And, the fact is that when your kid acts negatively or displays negative behaviors, he wasn’t
“thinking” because it (the poor decision) wasn't made from a cognitive level. When we are under
stress, lacking skills, feeling disconnected, or in a state of fear about not having a need met
(such as having a toy taken away which is a very real fear for a young child even though it may
seem ridiculous to us), we don't always make choices from a cognitive level because access to
that part of the brain goes offline. We'll get into the brain science in a little bit.
Traditional parenting also uses control. It uses actions and consequences which are punitive to
make kids adhere to rules and regulations, despite each unique situation. I am not against
discipline or rules or limits at all, but what I want is not to arbitrarily assign them for convenience
or our comfort. A lot of times we want our kids to change their behavior so that we feel more
comfortable and because we don't want to sit there and listen to them cry for 15 minutes when
that is really what they need.
The traditional paradigm also uses punishment. Consequences are favored, and they move
along this continuum of control - rewarding good behavior and punishing bad behavior.
Respect for authority. This is a value that is often demanded, usually gained through force of
will rather than earned through a mutually beneficial relationship.
So, what we want to do is move to a conscious view of things. Unconditional love never leaves,
isolates, or rejects a child who is struggling with his behaviors or emotions.
We want to use empathy instead of making evaluative statements about children's behavior or
feelings or needs. Empathy gives us the ability to shift our perspective and get inside our kid's
head and see it from their view. And, it also enables us to move our children back to a place of
love and out of that state of being afraid. This is the place where they will be able to receive all
those lessons that we are hoping to impart.
The conscious paradigm focuses on guidance instead of control. Parents are aware and
conscious when they are using discipline, and it is discipline that preserves the integrity and
dignity of children and leads them to make appropriate choices. It doesn't shame them or guilt
them into it. If you shame somebody or guilt them into something, they're definitely not doing
any learning because they're under stress.
Conscious parenting seeks to use problem-solving. We want to act in the spirit of cooperation
taking into consideration the temperament, the developmental stage, and the regulatory ability
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of each child. How old is the child? If she's 3, she can't regulate her brain or calm down from
that tantrum without your help.
The needs and feelings of everyone matter in this paradigm. It's not about coddling children, but
about teaching them how to respect other people by first respecting them - which leads us to
respect for all. Conscious parenting believes all people are deserving of respect from the tiniest
tots to our grandparent’s grandparents. Everybody deserves respect and kindness, especially
children regardless of their age or behavior.
So how do we do this? How do we really make the shift? There are a few things that need
to be done.
You need to explore your childhood. Identify your current
beliefs about children and reflect on those childhood
experiences that define your experience now which may be
unconsciously happening. Delving in and healing your past is
important. Or, maybe there is nothing to heal, and maybe you
had a great relationship with your parents, and that's even more
fantastic, but we still live in a traditional, dominant world where
society expects kids to be seen and not heard or to "behave" in
unrealistic ways. So, it may be a struggle to make that switch [to conscious parenting] totally
because we don't exactly live in a society that is child-friendly.
Another thing that you have to do is take time for self-reflection and continually practice selfempathy which we'll talk about a little bit later. Next thing to do is define your goals for your
family and commit to becoming aware as you go about your daily interactions with your children
and not just be lost in the hustle and bustle of trying to get everybody off to school on time
Myths and Facts
There are many “parenting styles,” and they have been the
subject of endless debates and opinions, and there's been a lot
of misinformation, misinterpretation, and distortion of facts about
what conscious, non-punitive discipline is. So, I want to clear up
some of those misunderstandings.
1. Conscious parenting is permissive.
That's a big one. It feels like there are no rules, no limits, and we just want to talk about emotions
all day. It's true, we do want to talk about needs and feelings, but it doesn't mean that you don't
set boundaries for your children or that you don't have limits. What it means is that you don't
leave them alone when you need to set that boundary, and you don't shame them for making a
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wrong choice and then leave them to figure it out by themselves or threaten them with
consequences solely to change behavior because that doesn't really teach your child about why
you want them to change their behavior. It only tells them that they need to “do this or else.”
2. Conscious parenting gives children the control in a situation.
I think parents are often afraid of being manipulated by their children's emotions, but I don't think
that children manipulate in the way that adults think they do because children have a desire to
meet their core needs. They have honest intentions. They're not out to try and piss you off or
make you mad. They're honestly out to seek joy and fun and explore and interact and learn how
to "be" in the world. Sometimes, it feels like they're manipulating us but that's because of our
fears. If you feel like your kid is pushing your buttons, then ask yourself, “What am I afraid of
here?” Usually, you’ll find the answer, and then your kid's behavior doesn't bother you as much.
3. Conscious parenting is easier than traditional parenting.
This is not permissive parenting. This is not just let your kids do whatever they want and let them
feel whatever they want. Well, yes, I want you to let them feel whatever they want all the time,
but it doesn't mean that you let them scream at people or hit people or let them run all over the
schoolyard going crazy and having absolutely no self-control. It means that we stay present and
connected with our children when they need to regulate.
The last myth,
4. Conscious parenting is unrealistic.
I would say it's very hard, but it’s not unrealistic. Conscious parenting is about unconditional love
and empathy. It considers your child's development when setting limits. It's about raising
creative, confident, and caring people, and it's about giving kids the emotional literacy to do that
– and the language. Kids need to know what their feelings are. They come into this world, and
they have all these emotions that well up and they have no idea what they are, especially very
young children.
Conscious parenting requires connection and creativity. There is no one-size-fits-all answer to
any one situation or every child or every family because every situation is different. You have to
identify the need, connect with the feelings, and then problem-solve together.
A quick recap of the paradigm comparison -
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The traditional paradigm uses a “power-over” mentality. It relies
on judgment, criticism, control, evaluation of behaviors, and
compliance through manipulation and force.
The conscious paradigm focuses on observing feelings and
needs. It's about non-judgment, connection, support, and
problem-solving and having a “power-with” relationship with our
children.
I want you to choose relationship over control and compliance. Harsh criticism, evaluations, and
expectations of obedience don't support families. They don't support you logically or emotionally,
and that's why so many people are frustrated because they’re always trying to change behavior
instead of trying to find out what the behavior is all about. What you will find is that cooperation
will grow when you have that unconditional bond.
Now for the nitty-gritty of The ABC's of Conscious
Parenting:
What I want you to begin to do is reframe your view of children.
These are some of the core principles that follow what children
need.
Attachment and Bonding
We are biologically designed to be "in relationship." From the
moment they are born, our kids depend on us to nurture
everything, especially in that first year. In that first year, they
have absolutely no self-regulatory skills. Babies depend on us
to lend them our coping skills.
One of the reasons I do not advocate "cry it out" sleep methods
is because children under one-year-old can't regulate their
systems without you. They don't learn to cope by being alone. They learn to cope by you going
in and comforting them and letting them know that it's okay.
I believe this, even for small children, because they may not be able to go to bed alone [all the
time] until around six or seven. There is a big jump in brain development and cognitive function
around that time, and before that, kids need to be in close proximity to their caregivers. They
need to feel secure in their relationships in order to thrive. If you fail to respond to their cues with
love and empathy and connection, then what happens is their ability to learn can be
compromised because the neural pathways in their brains don't make the right connections.
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We are biologically designed to be in relationship, or we fail to thrive. If anyone remembers the
movie Castaway with Tom Hanks, he made a person out of a volleyball because he needed to
interact. He would not have been able to survive on that island without forming some kind of
connection, and that interaction was a human replacement.
Brain Science and Child Development
A basic understanding of how the human brain develops is a
crucial factor in this parenting model. Traditional methods like
punitive discipline actually inhibit optimal brain development
because punishment induces stress and fear and we can't learn
when we are under stress or fear. I am not telling you that I don't
want you to teach your kid's lessons, but I am telling you that they
are definitely not learning anything when you are threatening
them with consequences because their brains are offline. There
is no cognitive reach there if they are afraid.
The brain science surrounding human development has really exploded in the last fifteen to
twenty years, and it's almost impossible to continue dominant, traditional paradigm thinking once
we understand a few key facts about the brain.
1. Our brains develop from the back to the front and from the inside out.
2. We are born with all the nerve cells we'll ever need, but they are very small and largely
unconnected to the different parts of the brain.
3. Children are born with about 25% of their brain developed, and it's all in the lower brain
region – in the Survival Center which is developed at birth.
The beauty of the human brain, while it is a wildly complex organism, is that it is also incredibly
malleable and can change or heal at any time. Younger kid’s brains have more “plasticity,” and
they are able to change much faster. But, we can change too, and that is very necessary. We
need to reprogram some of our thinking to implement this paradigm.
Back to babies. They are born with the lower brain intact The Survival Center is fully
developed at birth and handles all the basic instincts and functions to sustain life and
movement: breathing, digestion, heart rate sleep, fight, flight, or freeze and all those autonomic
functions. Infants operate from the survival center because this is all they have. They only have
lower brain connections, so they rely on an attached caregiver to lend their coping abilities. Our
ability to cope is located in higher regions of the brain and children that young just don't have
access.
AGES 0-4: The primary development at this stage is in the "midbrain." This is the
Emotional Center of the brain. It processes memory and emotions, and the stress response. It
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is responsible for nurturing and caring, separation anxiety, fear, and rage. This is the area of
focus in the early childhood years. Toddlers and preschoolers are operating primarily from this
part of their brain, the limbic system, or the emotional brain. Self-expression, the communication
of needs, and their reactions to the world are expressed in the form of big, BIG feelings, and that
is because they are operating from this part of their brain, the Emotional Center or the midbrain.
Then we have the Executive Center of the brain. The primary development spans childhood, but
there are jumps in development around ages 6, at 11-12, and again at around age 15. This part
of the brain, the prefrontal cortex which we call the Executive Center is responsible for
decision making, rational thought, problem-solving, creativity. These are “higher brain
functions,” and development continues to unfold until the age of 20 or 25. In life, this is
why our car insurance goes down at age 25 because we are less likely to make poor decisions
and get into an accident.
This Executive Center is a huge part of our brain, and it handles so many functions that we
attribute to children which they just don’t have access to yet. Children have varying access to
the executive functions at different stages and when they get upset, forget it! It goes offline. They
cannot access those parts of their brains when they are in fear or stress because they have
immature regulatory systems.
Stress and Trauma
Let’s talk about stress and trauma. I know I have mentioned the
words regulation, and this is the ability to remain in a calm,
focused and relaxed state under stressful circumstances.
Dysregulation is the state of fear or stress outside of our window
of tolerance where you are calm and can deal with your stress.
Stress is the bodily response to threat. Anytime the mind
perceives that it doesn’t have the resources to successfully
navigate a situation, it goes into the stress response and that releases cortisol and all kinds of
hormones into the brain. Trauma is what happens if you have prolonged, overwhelming, or
unpredictable stressful events that repeatedly happen over time. This will create substantial
damage to the development of the brain.
Fear-based parenting, through the use of demands for obedience or yelling, criticism and
isolation activates the fear receptor in the brain which is called the amygdala (a-MIG-dala). It’s
in the midbrain, and this fear receptor senses threats. It scans every situation for fear or threat.
And you know, when we are threatening our kids with consequences, they’re often going to be
afraid of us. And, what happens is that their amygdala goes off, and it signals to the brain that
there is a threat and the brain starts to release large amounts of cortisol into the system. This
can be very damaging if it repeatedly occurs because a little cortisol goes a long way. If the
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stress response is elicited too often, the body starts to compensate by releasing more cortisol,
more often, creating elevated levels in the body which eventually leads to the experience of
trauma.
The stress response is an important survival mechanism, but parental fear or unpredictable
behaviors, and inappropriate expectations and inconsistent responses to our kids can cause
anxiety and more acute stress responses. Acute stress protects but chronic stress that happens
over and over and over is what destroys.

The Stress Model
The stress model of behavior was introduced to me during my Beyond Consequences Institute
Trauma training. It is a way of explaining what happens when we face conflict. It states that
negative behavior arises from an unconscious state of stress or fear. In between a stressful
event and behavior lie two primary emotions and a chance to respond from love or fear.
What we have is a triggering sensory event, something that happens that makes your kid scared
or moves them into a place where they get upset, or they hit someone, or they yell at you, and
this stress induces emotions, and those emotions produce automatic thoughts. Our thoughts
and emotions can come from fear, or they can come from love.
This is the space where we can choose. We can choose love or fear, and then, the next thing
that happens is behavior. Love centered behaviors are empathy, concern, validation of needs
and acknowledgment of feelings. Fear-based behaviors are yelling, screaming, threatening,
and slamming doors, comparing, or criticizing – and all of those harsh things that we say or do
to kids come from fear.
This graphic is an example of a child with a typically developing
three-year-old brain (left) and a child who experienced extreme
neglect, and this wasn’t neglect like food and water neglect, this
was emotional neglect. You can see that we actually are
responsible for growing our children’s brains. Stress can be
harmful, or it can be beneficial, depending on how often it occurs
and how long it lasts. “Toughen up” becomes a dangerous
lesson for kids, especially boys, when we use that kind of
language to negate their experience because we want our kids to be independent. But, when
we leave them to do that without the resources, it can be quite hazardous to the development
of their brain.
Obviously, I am not suggesting that dominant parenting, or anyone listening to or reading this
class, will automatically cause a brain to grow like the one pictured. But, I am asking is for you
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to look at how you contribute to your child’s overall brain development because we do prune
away those connections to things like empathy, concern, and consideration if they are not used.
The brain is a use-dependent organ. If you don’t use it, you’ll lose it.
In the absence of supportive relationships, children can experience stress and trauma. They can
become physically ill, easily agitated, depressed, have trouble regulating their emotions, and
they can become aggressive with others. When stress becomes chronic, it becomes toxic, and
that is when it damages the different areas of the brain.
So, if you’re experiencing some trauma in your life – and lots of kids have it, we have divorce,
moving, death, lots of things that are happening in our lives – look at how you handle it. It’s how
we respond, and how we support our children through these things.
Again, stress is a normal part of life and learning to adjust to it is an essential feature of healthy
development. Our children have immature regulatory systems, and we have to attune to them,
and we have to support them in their mastery of self-regulation.
Appropriate Expectations
We spoke of paradigms earlier, and how our filters get
established and as your child grows he’s creating this filter, this
blueprint that will organize his systems of thought, memory,
beliefs, and emotions. We have to respect the fact that child
development unfolds uniquely for each child. Having
developmentally appropriate expectations will help you feel
less frustration and help you take your child’s behavior less
personally. It will give you more connection with your kids
because you’re going to be able to go in and find out what they’re needing based on their age,
their development, and their specific temperament.
Self-regulation and socially acceptable behaviors take time to develop. Despite giving the
appearance of a collected and resourceful ten-year-old, your child is not necessarily capable of
always relying on rational thought or considering outcomes. When faced with an exciting or risky
situation, the inexperienced or overly emotional brain is not going to have access to the higher
cognitive functions. If kids are overwhelmed by emotions or feeling peer pressure, they don’t
have that ability.
Trust. A secure relationship with parents supports a child’s cognitive, emotional, and social
development. If your kids fear you, they can’t trust you. If they don’t trust you, they’re not going
to come to you regulate themselves. As they get older, they may find the regulation they need
in other activities that aren’t necessarily going to be so good for their development.
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Learning is inherently social and emotional. All learning and brain
development that is “experience-dependent” requires the
repetition of repeated experiences. Children learn best, and they
remember most when the learning is accompanied by social
interaction. That’s why we want to get down on the floor with kids
and teach them things. We don’t want to bark commands from
across the room all the time. Learning that is boring or stressful
is not effective. Likewise, if kids are in a state of fear, or
dysregulated, learning is impossible.
Learning requires interaction and repetition. At every stage of their development, kids alternate
between needing to be autonomous and needing your unconditional love and support, and to
know there is a “home” base. Sometimes, they need to be really connected, and other times
they want to go off an explore. During these phases, they need to know that we’re not going to
abandon them to spark their independence, but that we’re going to remain close and connected
to support their independence and to support them through troubling transitions.
For your child to mature, his brain needs to leave one state of organization and move to another
state. And, when this happens, there is a period of regression. You can think of it like moving to
a new house. You are moving to a new bigger house with better features, and during this stage
of moving, your house (or your brain) are in a state of disorganization, your things are all packed
up to complete your move successfully.
So, for kids, during those big developmental jumps around ages five or six, it can be tough
because it seems like they should be so independent by now. Yet, they are acting like two and
three-year-olds. It is because when we move to that new house, we regress a little bit while
everything is reorganizing.
Behavior is Communication
This is an underlying principle of this philosophy. I want to ask
you to stop looking at your child’s behavior as an indication of
whether your child is good or bad, and instead realize that
children spend every minute of their day trying out new workable
strategies for meeting their needs whether their needs be for
autonomy, fun, play, exploration, meaning, purpose, or
connection. These are basic human needs. Ice cream is not a
basic human need, but to treat ourselves, wanting to experience
something special, that’s a real need.
So, the trick is identifying the needs and distinguishing them from the wants and desires.
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A child who wants to go to the mall has a need. The mall is the desire. The child may want to go
to the mall and stay there alone, for example. That is a desire. But, the needs may be for
connection with peers, or for inclusion, both of which are real needs. So, instead of saying to
your child, “No, you can’t go to the mall because you’re too young to be there by yourself,” if we
go in and first start identifying what needs our kids were trying to meet, we’ll be able to move
towards a state of cooperation. They may not agree with your decisions, but they will at least
feel heard by you attuning to their true needs and feelings.
Start to identify behavior as a form of communication and a strategy to meet a basic human
need. This is where the compassionate communication comes in because this idea of
recognizing needs is a core principle in the philosophy of conscious communication.
Understanding, accepting, and recognizing this principle is a vital part in making the shift to
conscious parenting and seeing beyond behavior.
A large percentage of human behavior is unconscious. There are estimates that up to 80% of
communication is nonverbal. This means that a lot is going on without anyone needing to say
very much or be quite conscious of what they are going to do. We want to look at our
unconscious behaviors and ask ourselves, “What are my behaviors saying?” “Am I modeling
attuned conscious responses to stress, disappointment, and change?” or “Am I modeling anger,
yelling, and throwing things?” because what our kids see is what they will give back to us.
How Can I Change my Kid’s Behavior?
This is the top question at most parenting talks that I give. The
problem with this question is not in its intention. We want to
be able to set limits. We want acceptable behavior, and we
want our children to make appropriate choices. But, I don’t
want you to ask. “How can I change my child’s behavior?” but
“What can I do to help my child?” and “How can I improve my
relationship with my child in this moment?” or “How can I help
my child regulate?”
These are the questions that will help your children learn
lessons and help you move from a state of fear and
dysregulation with your child to a place of love where you can
then move to creative problem solving and teaching lessons
which is what we really all want.
Remember, behavior is children’s instrument of
communication. It is their way of letting you know what they need. All human behavior is an
attempt to meet a basic human need. So, if behavior is communication, does it really make
sense to try and change the communication?
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No, we want to know what the communication is telling us, acknowledge it and then offer
solutions or new ways to meet that need.
I am not saying just let them continue to jump on the couch when that is not allowed in the house.
But, identify that there was a real need for play and fun. “Yes, it’s fun to jump on the couch! It’s
high, it’s tall, you can jump, and the cushions are cushy and give you a good bounce. But it’s
not okay to do. It makes our couch dirty, but I will help you find a new place to play.”
That goes so much further than yelling across the room, “Get off the couch, I told you ten times,
and you’re going to go to your room if you don’t listen.” I mean, what does that tell a child except,
“I want you to stop having fun.” That’s what they hear in their heads, they don’t hear “I really like
this couch, I don’t want to ruin it” or “It’s not a safe choice.” The message they take away is
“You’re stopping my fun.” So, when a child fears that his need is not being met or if he feels
unheard, his behavior is his way of telling you. “You’re not listening. You don’t understand. This
is what I need.”
Compassionate Communication
This is the seed. This sums up everything that this model
embodies about respectful communication. It is about empathy.
Empathy is the cornerstone and another key component of this
philosophy. It is through our response to our children that they
develop their model for interacting with the world.
Communication
that
shows
deep
listening
and
acknowledgment of fears and feelings is communication that
opens the doors to connection, creativity, and problem-solving.
We want to teach kids how to walk, talk, drive, and throw a ball, but rarely do we teach them
about their emotions. When we talk about compassionate communication, we have to talk about
emotions. Empathy is about understanding another person’s experience and what they’re
feeling, and seeking to know about their emotions. We want our children to label their emotional
surges. Kids don’t have the language and developing their emotional literacy is huge.
Some components of compassionate communication:
Emotional Intelligence
This is a controversial subject which has been defined by many
people and evolved over time. But, emotional development is
the foundation from which all other learning will flourish.
Research has found that our emotions play a much greater role
in thought, decision making, and individual success than we
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previously thought. Emotional Intelligence is the ability to perceive, use, interpret, and manage
emotions and that happens through a set of skills including:
1. Self-regulation: the ability to manage your emotions and calm yourself during stress.
2. Self-awareness: the ability to intuit other’s emotions and to use your intuition or inner
knowing.
3. Empathy: empathetic or deep listening.
4. Social competence/interpersonal skill: the ability to form and maintain relationships
and manage conflict.
Emotional intelligence depends on all of these things. It depends on the different areas of the
brain working together. Our children’s neural systems are a work in progress. The circuitry that
allows them to calm themselves and pay attention, attune to the feelings and needs of others,
and care about others is still taking shape. It depends on us. These circuits are ready to connect,
but they depend on all three of the ABC’s of conscious parenting to form. Without attachment,
there can be no regulation, and without regulation, there can be no learning.
Emotional intelligence is a clear predictor of future success. It greatly influences our ability to
form healthy intimate relationships with others, which is one of our goals. We want our children
to be able to relate in socially acceptable ways. Our degree of emotional intelligence informs
how our brains respond or react to people, and stressful events or situations. Where did our
emotional intelligence come from? Back in our childhood and our early emotional experiences.
When we start by exploring our family history, we can start to build our emotional intelligence,
our awareness of how to handle our stress.
If we weren’t shown a lot of empathy growing up, we’re not going to necessarily be able to give
a lot of empathy. Ask yourself, “Did I feel secure loved attached growing up or did I feel scared,
lonely, controlled, or anxious?” To build emotional intelligence requires releasing emotions from
the past. You can do this by journaling, meditation, practicing self-empathy, mindfulness, and
therapy. All of these will help you see your child without your fears and past experiences clouding
your view of the situation. It will enable you to be free of those automatic, unconscious behavioral
patterns that were set up long ago, those patterns that are influencing how you react now to
your children.
Developing your emotional intelligence will allow you to intuit your child’s needs better, help you
feel connected and heal emotional wounds, and it will deepen your relationship with your child
and help you communicate effectively. The way we use compassionate communication is
through empathy.
Empathy is a process of deep listening. Empathy translates as “in feeling.” It is the ability to
share another person’s experiences and emotions and to see the world through their viewpoint.
Empathy also involves the ability to understand that people have different ideas than us. Some
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people have beliefs that may be different than ours, and this is a “cognitive” component of
empathy that is not available to young children. I recommend that you don’t try to convince,
plead or rationalize with your children about situations because they don’t get it. They don’t get
that people can have different ideas about the world without it infringing on their ideas. They are
just too young to understand that. It is only through the witnessing and receiving of empathy that
they can develop this awareness of others.
Empathy builds connection. It builds relationship. It is a vital part
of effective communication. It aids brain development by forming
and strengthening the pathways to the higher brain functions.
When we provide empathy to our children, we help grow their
brains. We connect the neural cells that they need to access
these regions of the brain to develop their emotional intelligence.
What does empathy do?
Empathy does a lot of things, but it doesn’t fix, advise, say I told you so, or compare. Many times,
with our friends, they will tell us a story, and we will immediately want to say, “Oh the same thing
happened to me!” and then we’ll go on to tell about our story. That’s not empathy. Empathy is
listening and saying “Wow, that’s what happened to you. That must have been really frightening.”
Or “That must have been marvelous!” Empathy is reflecting what you hear the other person say.
Self-empathy is also crucial to your ability to regulate your
emotions. The practice of self-empathy is to reflect on what you
are feeling, to reveal your unmet needs, to allow your body to
feel the sensations of stress or anger or whatever you happen to
be feeling in the moment. Then, identify what triggered it and
what your unmet needs are. Finally, create a new vision, a new
situation based on what you have discovered. This is important
for you being able to regulate.
When you get upset you can’t respond to your children, you can only react, so you must begin
to practice the steps of self-empathy. You can know all about self-empathy cognitively, but if you
don’t actually practice and implement compassion for yourself and others, nothing is ever going
to change.
Feelings and Needs
We said that behavior is a form of communication and when we
stop looking at behavior as to whether our children are good or
bad, and we start recognizing the needs and feelings that the
communication Is telling us, that’s when we will start to see a
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change. We have to begin to investigate the needs behind the actions and allow the feelings
because that’s when we get to the heart of the matter. When we take this step, we can
automatically diminish negative behavior (without force or punishment).
There have been a lot of studies on punishment, praise, and
rewards. What the research has found is that extrinsic
motivation (stickers, reward charts, treats, toys, money, trips)
reduces a child’s internal motivation to do things on their own.
Praise and rewards can be effective in the short term, but in the
long run, when the praise and the rewards, and the recognition
stop coming, the kids usually stop “performing.”
Studies found that the children who say “I’m sorry” most often
are the children who have “I’m sorry” said to them and modeled
for them, and not the children who were told to say it or punished
for not saying it. The effects of consequences like timeouts,
which take away love and attention from a child, may succeed
in short-term behavioral change, but what they also do is create
long-term disconnection.
I am not suggesting that you never give your child a goal or an
incentive, never praise or reward them for working for
something, but when we use these things too often to try and
change behavior, children start to base their worth on these
things. Physical control, emotional control, praise, punishment,
consequences, and rewards are on the same continuum of
control. On one side is physical control and on the other is
emotional control.
This is an animation to show the difference between boundaries and consequences.
We have a child, and he’s in his space of love. He is happy. He is regulated. He’s having fun.
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And then, something happens. Something happens which pushes him outside that boundary of
love, that space of positive behaviors. And, what the child really needs is love because it is fear
that has moved him out of that space. Mom comes in, and mom wants to give love. She says,
“Please will you stop doing that.” She is focused on the behavior.

It’s not working and then all of a sudden, she starts giving out the consequences. And they keep
coming and getting more severe. And the child’s not changing because the child is freaked out,
he doesn’t know what to do, and then he explodes. Finally, he moves back into that space with
mom, but everyone is unhappy.
What the conscious paradigm asks is: Was it the threat of the consequence that actually
changed that behavior or was it the threat of the loss of relationship with mom that moved him
back within the boundary?

I believe that it is the threat of the loss of relationship that your child fears. And yes, he‘s worried
about not playing guitar hero or Wii but what he fears most, what matters to him most, is your
disapproval, your lack of attention, and the loss of connection. Consequences provide shortterm learning (to self-serve). We want kids to do things because they feel an authentic drive to
be caring and considerate and compassionate and not hit people and to do their homework and
not because they are afraid of what might happen.
When a kid is upset, he needs love. When you meet your child in his space of fear, when you
step outside your boundary of control and meet your child where he is and provide that love and
empathy, then everyone moves back into that space, and they’re connected because love
moved you back and not fear or threats or consequences.
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The traditional view is behavior focused. It lies in the left hemisphere where our rational cognitive
brain resides. Conscious parenting is relationship focused, and it happens in the right
hemisphere of the brain where creativity and empathy are housed.
The TEACH Tool
This is the five steps for conflict resolution that I use for
EVERYTHING. Hang this on your fridge. You can download it
from my website.
T – Take a minute to breathe and observe.
This is where you pause to observe the situation without judgment, and practice self-empathy
to regulate your feelings. What am I feeling? What am I needing? What is happening? What
events may have just led to this situation?
If you have a four-year-old jumping on the couch, you can say to the child, “It looks like you need
a place to place because you are jumping on the couch” Instead of yelling or using evaluation
such as “Stop it right now!” “What do you think you are doing?” “If you can’t listen, then you’ll sit
in time-out.” “You’re making a mess.”
Take a minute to breathe and get collected and then say, “It looks like you need a place to play
because you are jumping on the couch.” Then, remove the child if safety is a concern or if you
need to help them.
E – Engage and empathize.
Get down on your child’s level. Don’t yell commands from across the room. Make eye contact,
notice your body language and your tone, and then approach the situation with curiosity using
loving words to connect. “I’m wondering if you’re feeling sad that it’s time to go now.”
This is not coddling your child. This is acknowledging his experience and validating his feelings.
Because when he feels heard and accepted, it regulates his brain. It brings his brain back to a
place of receptivity, love, and positive behavior and that is what you want.
A – Acknowledge feelings and needs.
What is my child feeling? Frustration, disconnection, fear, discontent, anger, left-out?
What is my child needing? Attention, affection, acceptance, appreciation, autonomy, connection,
privacy?
Use loving, connected speech to validate those needs and feelings. “I’m concerned that you will
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fall. Do you need a safe place to climb?” is more effective than aggressively pointing out fear
with a command, “Get down! You’re going to hurt yourself.”
Mr. Rogers is a great tone to emulate for young children. He was even in his tone. He spoke
slowly. He gave children a chance to respond. Kids need time to process your words. They can’t
do it immediately. They need time. Instead of standing over them repeatedly asking over the
course of thirty seconds, “Are you going to do it? Are you going to get dressed? You have to get
dressed now. We have to leave for school,” sometimes, if you give your kids a couple of minutes
and some space, they’ll have done it by the time you come back. Bombarding kids with
information can sometimes dysregulate them further.
C – Connect, and problem solve.
Connect with your child, not only with your words but also with your eyes and your body language
or physical contact. Some kids may not like physical touching, and you need to be an investigator
with your child and know what their likes and dislikes are as far as soothing them. Some kids
love to be touched and held, and some kids need SPACE. My kid needs space. And, she will
say that. She will go into her bedroom and shut the door and say, “I need space right now.”
When you connect to problem-solve you want to ask, “How can we heal together?” We want to
investigate the need and feelings of other people. “How do you think your friend is feeling after
being hit? Probably hurt, right?”
Instead of judging and saying, “We don’t hit our friends, it’s not nice,” and putting all those
evaluations on that behavior, the goal is not to make children feel bad but to know why it is not
appropriate to hit.
H – Help your child. How does it feel?
We need to offer our kids three things during conflict: support, stress relief, and skill practice.
How do you feel after working through conflict with your child? Do you feel defeated or angry or
worn out? Like the mom in the first part of the animation after she gave that consequence? Or,
do you feel understood, loved, heard, and connected with your child? How does your child feel?
These answers will tell you whether you should go back and reconnect with your child. There is
no right or wrong way to do this. I can’t tell you how to parent your children. All I can do is give
you the tools to connect that will allow you to change behavior authentically and naturally.

Thank you so much for reading!
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Want to learn more? Click here.

